Utilization
Past Outages

• Eliza18 (12/10 – 12/16): Several disks replaced, rebuilding
• pdsfdtn2 (12/20, 3 hours): Disks replaced
• Common full (12/21 1 hour): job submission interruption
• Eliza2 (12/27 - ): Multiple disk failures
Planned Outages

- None
Other Topics from PDSF Staff

• New interactives coming online around 2/4/14
  – Testers would be appreciated
  – ssh pdsf6, pdsf7, pdsf8

• Eliza 3, 8, 9: Retired
  – IO resource set to zero on 1/3/14, unmounted today

• Please clean up /common
  – 20 million inodes being used

• AFS ‘mother’ cell out of BNL for the past few weeks
  – No issues reported
Topics from the Users